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h i g h l i g h t s

� Global sensitivity and uncertainty analysis of DSG for process heat is developed.
� Total sensitivity indices of design indicators are computed with the Sobol’s method.
� The reliability of energy and economic performance variables is evaluated.
� For the case studied DSG modelling uncertainty is mitigated by economic uncertainty.
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a b s t r a c t

A non-deterministic uncertainty and global sensitivity analysis, based on the Sobol’s method, is devel-
oped for a parabolic-trough direct steam generation plant for process heat applications. The objective
of this work is to evaluate the robustness of the simulation-based design stage, identifying major mod-
elling sources of uncertainty, as well as quantifying and ranking the relevance of its contribution to the
system performance output uncertainty. An important finding obtained from the case considered in this
work is that, although the complex characteristics of the direct steam generation two-phase regime intro-
duces additional sources of uncertainty into the low-level modelling stage, the propagation and impact of
this uncertainty to system level energy and economic-based design indicators is largely mitigated by
higher-level input factors uncertainty.

The economic design indicator uncertainty and global sensitivity analysis shows that the lowest rela-
tive output uncertainty is obtained by the levelized cost of energy with a coefficient of variation of 4.3%;
followed by payback time with 12.1%. The largest contributors of input factors uncertainty to the level-
ized cost of energy uncertainty are the market discount rate and boiler efficiency, showing total sensitiv-
ity indices of 0.67 and 0.23, respectively.

� 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The increasing interest in solar industrial process heat is dem-
onstrated by the growing number of recent studies in market po-
tential [1–6], as well as by ongoing efforts to develop suitable
collector technology to efficiently address that potential [7–11].
In the industrial sector, the most commonly used heat distribution

medium is steam, due to its high energy density, simplicity to con-
trol and distribute, and the already extensive experience gained in
its handling [12]. There are, at present, several available solar sys-
tem configurations that can generate saturated steam at low pres-
sure – the unfired boiler, indirect steam generation and direct
steam generation systems [12]. These configurations have various
relative advantages and drawbacks depending on the perspectives
of the particular criteria, such as energy efficiency, integration sim-
plicity, dispatchability, environmental issues, safety, and economic
performance. Nonetheless, out of the options available, direct
steam generation (DSG) is considered to be one of the most prom-
ising possibilities for lowering steam generation costs using solar
systems. Previous scientific studies report that direct steam
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generation has the potential of lowering energy costs by up to 25%
when compared to the more extended unfired boiler configuration
[13]. These improvements are achieved by simplifying integration,
an increase in solar field efficiency, fluid cost reductions and others
– which translate into greater plant efficiency and lower capital
costs. From a strictly thermodynamic point a view, integration
with direct steam generation has the benefit of not requiring any
additional temperature differential in the solar field outlet in order
to overcome the unfired boiler pinch point, and hence has a lower
outlet temperature and higher solar field efficiency. Moreover, its
return piping can be directly connected to the pipe with lower con-
densate return temperatures, thus providing a lower return tem-
perature than the unfired boiler configuration (which is
restricted due to the heat exchanger thermodynamic integration
between the solar and industrial plant). Another advantage is that
the higher convection coefficient in the two-phase regime provides
better heat transfer conditions between the fluid and the absorber
tube, thus improving the collector’s thermal efficiency.

Several solar collectors are currently capable of generating
steam. However, according to the studies performed by [5,13,14],
parabolic-trough collectors obtain the lowest energy costs for the
medium temperature levels required by industrial processes. Re-
cent studies of direct steam generation with small parabolic-
trough collectors conducted by [15–17] assessed the influence of
the main operational variables, identifying important design
restrictions, as well as demonstrating the suitability of small para-
bolic-trough collectors for direct steam generation from a thermo-
hydraulic perspective. At the experimental level, the works by
[18,19] confirmed the technical feasibility of small parabolic
troughs for integration to a steam consumption process. These re-
cent milestones show that research in DSG is providing important

contributions towards commercial introduction and a wider de-
gree of industrial acceptance.

Nevertheless, the physical mechanism behind direct steam gen-
eration still places special challenges on solar energy engineers
when compared to simpler one-phase systems; this is because of
the more complex characteristics of two-phase flow regime model-
ling. For example, during the phase-change transition in the solar
field, there is a pronounced thermo-hydraulic coupling between
temperature and pressure. For this reason, the correct assessment
of pressure losses becomes a more determinant factor in perfor-
mance assessment – given that they not only affect hydraulic per-
formance but indirectly affect thermal performance, as well. Added
to this, there is a more prominent heat transfer coefficient differ-
ence from off-test conditions than in the liquid phase, leading to
increasing relevance of the local flow regime and phase change
conditions. Furthermore, in the two-phase regime, there is a strong
coupling between pressure loss and local steam quality. Finally,
correlations available in the scientific literature for two-phase re-
gime modelling usually carry more uncertainty due to the higher
complexity and multitude of physical phenomena involved.

In summary, all these factors may (or may not) induce relevant
uncertainty in the model output since the impact of a specific input
factors uncertainty is controlled not only by its deviation but also
by the sensitivity of the model for that particular variable or
parameter. Consequently, in order to explicitly assess and evaluate
the relative importance of each input factor, a probabilistic non-
deterministic approach along with a global sensitivity analysis is
proposed in this work. The main objective is to provide additional
information for the preliminary design stage of a solar industrial
solar plant, as well as to help strengthen the validity and robust-
ness of deterministic studies.

Nomenclature

Ac collector aperture area, m2

Ae absorber tube external area, m2

Ai absorber tube internal area, m2

b1 incidence angle modifier coefficient, degree�1

b2 incidence angle modifier coefficient, degree�2

Ce cost of electricity, €/kW h
Cet cost of electricity trend, %
Cf cost of auxiliary fuel, €/kW h
Cft cost of auxiliary fuel trend, %
d market discount rate, %
f friction factor
Gb direct solar irradiance, W/m2

hf convection heat transfer coefficient, W/m2 �C
hL convection heat transfer coefficient in liquid phase,

W/m2 �C
hTP convection heat transfer coefficient in two-phase, W/m2

�C
fbs fraction of shaded area
ke end losses correction factor
kh incidence angle modifier
Qa collector absorbed power, W
QL collector thermal losses, W
Qu collector useful power, W
Ta ambient temperature, �C
Tab absorber temperature, �C
Tf fluid temperature, �C
UL global heat transfer coefficient, W/m2 �C
U0

L coefficient of global heat transfer coefficient, W/m2 �C
U1

L coefficient of global heat transfer coefficient, W/m2 �C
go optical efficiency of collector

gb boiler efficiency, %
gp pump efficiency, %
h incidence angle, degree
U2 friction multiplier for pressure drop in two-phase stage
IAM incidence angle modifier

Abbreviations
CSP concentrated solar power
DAE differential algebraic equations
DSG direct steam generation
EOS equations-of-state
FAST Fourier amplitude sensitivity test
IAPWS international association for the properties of water and

steam
IEA international energy agency
IST industrial solar technology
LCOE levelized cost of energy
LCS life-cycle savings
MCR maximum continuous rating
OAT one-factor-at-a-time
PCC partial correlation coefficients
PBT payback time
PRCC partial rank correlation coefficient
SRC standardised regression coefficient
SRRC standardised rank regression coefficient
TMY typical meteorological year
TSI total sensitivity indices
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